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Tile Tray installation Instruction
1. Preparation:
 Ensure surface is level.
 Check condition of substrate
 Remove excess dust prior to installation. Methylated Spirits will assist with good adhesion.
 Mark and cut out position of base.
 Mark out postion of outlet.
2. For installation on to Timber Joists:
450mm centres on joists to be trimmed out. Floor joists and trimmers must be flat, planning or sanding off any
ridges is recommended before installation. Trim edges of base to support join of flooring and tile tray. We
suggest using Mapei Mapeflex PU45 for adhering tray to substrate.

Waste outlet void area 200*200

3. Tile Tray waste connections

4. Stud frame-Checked-in Wall junction
Tile tray can be installed on a 10mm mortar bed or glued to the floor with silicone. If installing on silicone apply
a continuous bead to the underside of the tray. Ensure the silicone has a clean surface to adhere too. Also
ensure the area is level and will allow water to flow to outlet when tray is installed (tray has built in fall to waste).

Masonry Wall-Non checked-in Wall junction

5. Floor Junctions

Cutting instructions:
If the tray requires trimming, it is recommended to use a diamond saw blade in a well ventilated area. It is
recommended that appropriate Personal Protective Equipment is worn such as Eye protection and dust mask.
Waterproofing:
All the joints between the tile tray and the floor/walls must be waterproofed. The tile tray is made of waterproof
material hence does not require waterproofing and it is recommended that all work be carried out by a certified water
proofing technician.
Tiling:
We recommend using Mapei ECO Prim Grip as a primer before adhering tile to the tray.

